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What are the hours of operation for the Head Start Program?  

The Head Start Program operates 8:00AM-4:00PM year-round. 

What does federal interest mean?  

When the federal government provides funding to grantees to purchase a building or 
fund improvements on a property, the government has an interest in it via a lien. This 
applies to funding over $250k.  

What is the federal interest for funding under $250k? 

For purposes of responding to this RFP, it should be assumed that there is no “federal 
interest” in the project if funding from the federal government is below $250,000 for the 
capital improvement for Head Start.   

Is the federal interest in the tenant improvements only or also in the core and shell? 

For purposes of responding to this RFP, it should be assumed that the Head Start 
program will only solicit and contribute funds towards the Head Start capital 
improvements of $249,999.  It is anticipated that the selected Developer will work hand-
in-hand with Head Start and the District to consider the potential benefits of additional 
funding above the $250,000 capital improvement allowance, and advise accordingly. 

What is the maximum AMI for families to qualify for Head Start? The presentation said 30% 
AMI but presenters said 23% AMI verbally.  

The maximum income to qualify for Head Start is 23% AMI with no sliding scale. This is 
only for families of children attending Head Start, it does not impact the incomes for 
residents to qualify for living in the Parcel C property. 

What are the parking requirements for Head Start? The presentation said there are 9 
employees, do they all need parking? There are 3 spaces in the RFP though, what’s the 
discrepancy? 

For purposes of the RFP response, assume that there are three parking spaces required 
to be accommodated in the parking podium of Parcel C. To the extent up to additional 
spaces for Faculty and staff are programmed and provided, it should be assumed that 
they can be accommodated off-site on East Drive. 

 



Who is responsible for hillside improvements? 

The Parcel C developer will be responsible for the initial implementation of the tree 
succession plan and clearing the brush from the hillside up to a maximum cost of 
$25,000. Costs necessary to be spent for the initial implementation of the hillside 
improvements beyond the $25,000 allowance will be paid by JUHSD.  

Will the Master Association be responsible for maintenance and implementation of the tree 
succession plan after stabilization of Parcel C and is there a budget of the Master Association? 

Yes, the Master Association will be responsible for the maintenance of the tree 
succession plan after the initial implementation of the hillside improvements at the East 
Hillside at Parcel C.   

No budget has been established yet for the Master Association dues, however, for 
purposes of this RFP, it should be assumed that fees for the Master Association will not 
be collected from Parcel C.  

  

Questions Submitted Subsequent to the Pre-Proposal Conference 

State programs such as MHP require local funding commitments in order to be competitive 
and do not fund inclusionary units that market rate developers are required to provide. Will 
the District (directly or indirectly thru the sale of market rate parcels) provide funding for the 
required inclusionary units?  

JUHSD will contribute the value of the leasehold interest in the entitled land to the 
project. JUHSD anticipates working closely with the City and the selected Developer 
experienced in financing affordable housing projects to assess financing 
opportunities. The proposer may choose to assume for the purposes of this RFP that 
the City, the District and Developer will develop a solution that addresses the funding 
of the required inclusionary units, such that the State and other funding sources will 
participate in funding the required inclusionary housing without the City directly 
funding these units.  If the proposer determines additional outside funds are 
required, the proposer may choose to reflect that in the project proforma.  

Note: For purposes of clarifying the intent of JUHSD, it is anticipated that the District 
will retain ownership of the market rate parcels. 

At the pre-proposal conference reference was made to a Master Association, is there any 
guidance on an annual amount of association dues we should assume? 

Please assume that Master Association costs will be shared by Parcels A, B, D, E, and 
F.  Parcel C will be excluded from annual amounts due by the other parcels.   



Developer will cover the cost of the development and installation of the Recreation Trail 
located on the Site. “Off site” or on the affordable site? Can the District define the length of 
the expected trail? When will the cost be estimated or available for review for the HOA 
portion expected to be reimbursed by Parcel C?   

Developer is asked to cover the cost of the development and installation of the 
Recreation Trail located on Parcel C only.   

Please refer to the civil engineering exhibits for a graphic depiction of the length of 
the Recreation Trail at the “affordable site”.  See the Preliminary Site Civil Drawings: 
Exhibits 01 through 04 (Dated 2.10.22) and included in the Documentation Room. 

For purposes of the Proposal, it should be anticipated that fees for the Master 
Association will not be collected from Parcel C. 

 Developer will cover the cost of the installation and management of the hillside area. This is 
clearly an offsite improvement but can the District please define the boundary and limit of 
the hillside work? (i.e. is it only the portion that touches only the affordable boundary?) 
When will the cost be estimated or available for review for the HOA portion expected to be 
reimbursed by Parcel C?   

The Developer is being asked to cover the cost of the installation of the tree succession 
plan and clearing of the brush from the East Hillside up to a maximum cost of $25,000.  
The East Hillside is part of Parcel C  (C1 and C2) that extends to the property line at 
Callan Boulevard, and from the property line between Parcel D and C (C1 and C2) to the 
north and between Summit Shasta Charter School and Parcel C (C1 and C2) to the south.  
Please refer to Preliminary Site Civil Drawings: Exhibits 01 through 04 (Dated 2.10.22) 
and included in the Documentation Room. 

For purposes of the Proposal, it should be anticipated that fees for the Master 
Association will not be collected from Parcel C (C1 and C2). 

Who is the Developer for Parcel D? Is there architectural and infrastructure coordination 
that will need to occur? If this Developer is unknown and undetermined, would the District 
consider this site be jointly developed with Parcel C?  

To date, a solicitation for a Developer for Parcel D has not taken place. JUHSD 
considers the participation and counsel of the Development Team of Parcel C essential 
to shaping the Project’s success, and is therefore soliciting an affordable housing 
development team prior to market rate teams. 

Upon selection of the Developer, the District will consider inclusion of a joint 
development of Parcels C and D--with both affordable and market rate housing 
components, with the understanding that the ultimate selection of the Parcel D 
Developer will need to fall within the guidelines of the Education Code and public 
procurement requirements of the State.  



Page 12 of the solicitation asks for a discussion of how the Development Team has 
experience in managing a project with a Head Start (or preschool). Page 26 and 27, further 
require that the projects be located in the City of Daly City or San Mateo County to meet 
experience threshold. However, the licensing and approving authority for such projects lies 
with the State of California’s Division of the State Architect. We ask that development team 
members be given approval of the requisite experience- regardless of where the projects are 
located. Can this request be accommodated and the RFP solicitation revised accordingly?  

The District concurs that Head Start (preschool) projects that are licensed anywhere 
within the State of California will be given equal weight in terms of experience as 
those that are located in Daly City or San Mateo County, without prejudice to location 
within the State.   

 We specialize in modular buildings design and construction and we would like to obtain the 
list of proposers/developers interested in submitting proposals to you in order to work with 
them as their subcontractors. Our modular construction techniques can save your projects 
millions of Dollars, reduce construction durations/schedules by up to 50% compared to 
traditional projects, minimize waste of materials, provide better quality of construction, and 
improve worker's safety. The biggest advantage is the use of sustainable materials and 
methods and smaller carbon footprint for our projects. thanks you  

Thank you for your inquiry.  The list of attendees at the pre-proposal meeting can be 
found at the Project Portal under List of Attendees. 

  


